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One of the justifications for moving to a
cashless society is a significantly lower
supply chain cost. But is that actually the
case?
Elon Musk recently criticised Bitcoin
because of its ‘insane’ use of energy,
particularly where coal has been used to
generate the power that drives the creation
– or mining – of such currencies. An
article on the BBC website by Technology
Correspondent Rory Cellan-Jones indicated
that, based on the Bitcoin Electricity
Consumption Index produced by the
Cambridge University Centre for Alternative
Finance:
“Right now, it shows that the process
of mining the cryptocurrency – which
involves using vast amounts of computer
processing power – uses more electricity
each year than Malaysia or Sweden and
is closing in on the annual consumption
of Egypt.”
While this is not the same as the use of
PayPal, a digital wallet or other forms of
digital transaction technology one needs
to ask: What is the real cost of a cashless
technology and how does it compare with the
production and supply of circulating coins?
Already we are seeing the imposition by
financial institutions of fees for certain retail
transactions. Why? What we know is that
those institutions will always look to recover
any additional cost.
Continued page
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As a result of the continuing uncertainty
around the containment and management
of the COVID pandemic, never better
exemplified than by what has recently
happened in India and other countries with
third/fourth waves and or small outbreaks,
Honey Mamabolo the MD of the South
African Mint, Marie Lemay the CEO of the
Royal Canadian Mint and myself have
considered options for hosting MDC, and
finally arrived at a position.

I preface this announcement with the
following – In Australia where, until
recently there has been limited community
transition cases, the Government has said
there will be no international travel until
mid-2022 and even then the sense is it
will only be to select countries that are
demonstrating comparable containment
and control measures.
Mrs Mambolo and Ms Lemay agree that
Continued page
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FEATURE: MINTS OF THE WORLD –
KAZAKHSTAN MINT
H
 istory
The history of the settlement and
development of the Kazakhstan Mint is
closely interwoven with the modern history
of independent Kazakhstan. From the first
days of the sovereignty of the Republic
of Kazakhstan, the issue of introducing a
national currency arose. At the same time,
the government set the task as soon as
possible to create its own production of
coins at one of the Kazakh enterprises.
The presence of its own coin production
is an indicator of the country’s political
sovereignty and the availability of highly
qualified engineering and intellectual
personnel.
The Kazakhstan Mint was founded in 1992
in Ust-Kamenogorsk, one of the largest
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The bicolour 200 tenge coin is made in
the shape of a “Spanish flower” and has a
unique edge with 16 indentations.
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FEATURE: MINTS OF THE WORLD –
KAZAKHSTAN MINT
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cities of Kazakhstan. For 30 years, the
Kazakhstan Mint has been producing coins
of the national currency of the Republic
of Kazakhstan: circulating, collectible
and bullion coins. The Mint is constantly
working on the implementation of new
technologies, striving to take into account
all market developments, apply new
materials and meet the highest standards of
the world’s leading mints.
So, since the early 2000s, the Kazakhstan
Mint has been taking intensive measures to
master new technologies in the production
of proof and proof-like quality coins:
gilding, enameling, the use of diamond
inserts and holograms, and pad printing.
In 2006, the Kazakhstan Mint issued a
unique proof quality collectible coin with a
tantalum insert, which was presented at the
World Money Fair in Berlin.
In 2016, the Kazakhstan Mint, together
with the National Bank of the Republic of
Kazakhstan, issued a new Antic silver quality
coin “Tumar”, encrusted with a turquoise
stone, as well as the fixation of complex
coin parts with the help of magnetic locks.
Since 2020, a new bicolor coin with a face
value of 200 tenge has been added to a
number of circulating coins of Kazakhstan.
The concept of the new coin is remarkable
in that it is made in the shape of a “Spanish
flower” and has a unique edge which has
16 indentations with alternating plain and
reeded sections.
It is also worth noting that the Kazakhstan
Mint is active within the mint industry: the
Mint has been enlisted as a member of the
Association of World Mints and the
technical committee of the Conference of
Directors of Mints.
Challenges
The main task of the Kazakhstan Mint is to
ensure the production of circulating coins
of the national currency of Kazakhstan
(as well as collectible coins from base
and precious metals), state awards of
Kazakhstan (orders, medals and tokens) and
other products by orders of government
agencies and private companies.
It is also remarkable to note the

cooperation of the Kazakhstan
Mint with foreign numismatic
companies, as well as central
banks. The production and
technological capabilities
of the Mint attract partners
and allow an annual increase
in the number of foreign
organizations interested in
cooperation. Thus, the Mint
annually participates in
2016 “Tumar” coin encrusted with turquoise (above) and 2006
tenders for the production
“Cosmos” coin with tantalum insert (below).
of circulating and collectible
coins for a number of
an innovative patent for the invention
countries and numismatic companies.
of Kazakhstani coins with tantalum

F ocus
Today, the key priorities for development
and enhancement of the Kazakhstan Mint
are the constant implementation of new
minting technologies, equipment upgrades
and the introduction of new types of
products in order to meet the requirements
of customers and the market as much as
possible.
Along with fulfilling orders of the National
Bank of the Republic of Kazakhstan, the
Mint assumes the further development
of mutually beneficial cooperation with
foreign national banks, mints, international
numismatic companies and other
organizations involved in the mint industry.
G
 reatest innovation of the Kazakhstan
Mint
Coin series with a tantalum insert
In 2005 the Kazakhstan Mint started the
development of a technology for obtaining
new coins with tantalum inserts, which
in 2006 ended with the release of the
“Cosmos” (Space) coin. This coin opened
a new series of bicolor collectible coins of
proof quality with a central tantalum insert
and a sterling silver outer ring. The original
combination of colors (gray-black tantalum
against the background of white silver) and
the high striking quality were immediately
noticed by the experts of the Vicenza
Numismatica (Italy) exhibition.

Kazakhstan is the only producer of tantalum
coins. It is tantalum that has become a
unique feature of coins from Kazakhstan.
In 2011, the Kazakhstan Mint received
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elements. The Mint specialists developed
technological methods for changing the
color of tantalum to 18 different colors and
shades, which expanded the possibilities for
the design of coins.
P
 roduct range of the Kazakhstan Mint
Since 1992, circulation coins of the
national currency have been made
of copper-nickel alloys (brass, nickel
silver). According to their consumeroriented characteristics – safety, quality
of appearance, size, protection against
counterfeiting, readability of denomination,
wear resistance – the coins are not inferior
to world counterparts. The enterprise has
worked out the technology of making
circulating coins from steel coated
with base metal. The management of
the National Bank made a decision to
manufacture circulating coins of the
national currency since 2013 from steel
blanks with electroplated base metals, the
cost of which is much lower, which made it
possible to increase economic efficiency up
to 1.5-2 times.
The quality of the production of collectible
coins from precious metals is competitive
in the market for the production of
proof quality coins. The Mint possesses
equipment for the production of collectible
coins, comparable to the world’s leading
mints. Possibilities of production and
implemented technologies allow the
production of coins from silver and gold
weighing from 0.5 grams up to 3 kg, up to
Continued page
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FEATURE: THE INDUSTRY SUPPLIERS –
SACK & KIESSELBACH
At the crossroads of tradition and
technology
Humankind has been looking for better
ways to forge, press and coin for millennia.
Sack & Kiesselbach has not been around for
quite that long – the company’s roots date
back to 1891 – but its oil hydraulic press
systems are very much in this tradition.
Engineered and made in Germany, its
turnkey press systems are tailored to fit
each customer’s needs. And there have
been many of those with 1500 presses
shipped to date. The company’s clientele in
the mint industry and other manufacturing
sectors all over the world count on reliable
precision presses from Sack & Kiesselbach
to produce their premium coins, medals
and machine parts.
Engineering excellence
Family-run small and medium enterprises
(SMEs) are the backbone of Germany’s
economy. This is another tradition that
Sack & Kiesselbach is proud to be part
of. Independent and nimbler than an
unwieldy corporate entity, yet large enough
that its reach extends across the globe,
Sack & Kiesselbach has been lean and
agile for generations. This flexibility is its
great strength – that and the fact that its
workforce really does see itself as one big
family.
As an SME with a tightknit structure, Sack &
Kiesselbach is very responsive to customers’
needs, demands and wishes. It keeps the
communication channels between its
engineers, sales force and management

wide open and the information flowing to
accommodate customers’ requirements.
Building custom solutions, often to unique
specifications, is all in a day’s work for its
experts.
Sack & Kiesselbach’s other great asset is
also rooted in tradition – that of German
precision engineering. This well-earned
reputation speaks for itself, so there is no
need to repeat the many praises sung
elsewhere. Suffice it to say that engineering
ingenuity and innovation are woven into
the company’s DNA.
R
 ecent advances
This brings us to perhaps the most exciting
part of Sack & Kiesselbach’s story – the
innovative new technology that has been
emerging from its doors lately. One of
its most recent patents covers the Sack
& Kiesselbach touchless transportation
system, which cleans the blank during the
transport to the medal tooling.
Its web-based WorkflowPlus management
tool also merits mention. The tool furnishes
first-hand information online and offline
to support the operator and facilitate
maintenance. The assisted reality tool
XpertEye is perhaps an even more eyecatching advance, but more on this later.
The MPP-250, Sack & Kiesselbach’s new
250to medal press, is a bit of an engineering
marvel. It distills the power and precision of
the company’s bigger presses into a smaller
and surprisingly affordable machine.
Making coins, bars, medals and jewelry is an
exercise in convenience with its wonderfully

ergonomic design. This manual production
press is a dream come true for artisans and
enterprises alike.
Virtual support, real benefits
The world has had to learn some hard
lessons this past year and a half. The
human cost has been enormous, but
businesses have also had to struggle with
COVID-induced social distancing and
travel restrictions. Sack & Kiesselbach’s
vision of providing digital and virtual
support for its new generation of machines
certainly seems prescient in light of these
developments.
Sack & Kiesselbach actually started
developing solutions for augmented and
assisted reality applications in early 2019,
well before the pandemic arrived. This story
requires a little background information:
Industry 4.0 has been a hot topic among
German manufacturers since Bosch coined
the term in 2011. Some companies may still
be in denial about how the computerization
of Industry 3.0 is going to affect their
business, but Sack & Kiesselbach’s attitude
towards innovative tech has always been
‘adapt and adopt.’
Taking those words to heart, its engineers
set out to develop a pair of tools, XpertEye
and WorkflowPlus, to make working
life easier and more productive for the
owners and operators of its hydraulic
medal presses. This machine ships with a
remote-access modem on board, and this
connectivity is the gateway to the Internet
of Things.
Now Sack & Kiesselbach technicians
can use RealWear HTM-1 glasses and
launch the XpertEye service software, a
standard feature of all presses, to provide
remote assistance for maintenance
and troubleshooting. Unlike a tablet or
smartphone, these glasses leave the hands
free for technicians to work as nature
intended, which is far faster and more
productive.
T he closest thing to being there
Combining voice and video, the
communication with staff on location is the
closest thing to being there in person. Sack
& Kiesselbach technicians can send pictures
Continued page
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After considering the possibility of conducting
the event in May 2023 but believing we may
need an additional safety margin as well as
to provide much greater certainty, the Royal
Canadian Mint, after seeking advice from
their travel and tourism industry, has offered
to host the event in October 2023. This is
strongly endorsed by Mrs Mamabolo and
myself and has been broadly supported by
the MDC Working Group, which serves as the
MDC executive committee.

The TMA-350’s HMI features
WorkflowPlus, a virtual
handbook that can be
updated in real time with
the latest information, FAQs,
training tips and the like.
It works online and off. All
the local technician has
to do to get step-by-step
guidance for every workflow
is scan the QR code on the
component of the machine
that requires attention.

COIN AWARDS
UPDATE
A proposal has been received to conduct
an event in the second half of 2021 and is
currently being evaluated.
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back and forth in real time, and even share
wiring diagrams and blueprints.

In the interim period, ie. next two years,
and subject to the support of the MDC
membership we will:
conduct a virtual MDC Conference in May
2022
continue to conduct quarterly webinars
produce the monthly Mint Industry
Communique
conduct a virtual Internal Affairs meeting
in late November 2021
encourage in person meetings (if/when
possible) by providing regular updates on
travel and event opportunities
conduct research – topic to be confirmed
by the end of July 2021
strongly advocate for cash as well as for
both collecting and numismatics and
bullion investment.
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FEATURE: THE INDUSTRY SUPPLIERS –
SACK & KIESSELBACH

normalised international travel in 2022
is almost impossible and so collectively
we have recommended that MDC be
postponed until 2023. This is incredibly
disappointing for both the hosts and of
course for many of our members who were
so looking forward to meeting in person to
discuss how to respond to the challenging
world we now operate in.

It has also been proposed that we conduct
another MDC in November 2024 (13 or 14
months later), which will be hosted by the
South African Mint.
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Remote assistance is a tremendous asset
to the company’s customers, but it also
wanted to help its technicians on location
help themselves with maintenance and
service tasks. To this end, Sack & Kiesselbach
developed an intuitive, very operatorfriendly human-machine interface.

hydraulic medal press was quite the hit.
Sack & Kiesselbach was delighted with this
affirmative response. The press’s rousing
reception confirms that Sack & Kiesselbach
is yet again meeting its customers’ needs.
Expect to see more of this sort of tech from
Sack & Kiesselbach, the company where
adapting to change and adopting great
technology and best practices has become
tradition.

Unveiled in session three
of the 17th Technical
Forum of the Digital World
Money Fair, the TMA-350
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What are those additional costs and are
they likely to increase over time as concerns
about security, fraud and identity theft
increase? What are the additional costs
of computer processing power, security
surveillance and monitoring of digital
transactions as well as the cost of payouts
or refunds to those consumers impacted by
hacking, security breaches and fraud?
What ultimately will be the cost to the
consumer?
Over the balance of 2021 we propose to
research and explore this question.
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100 mm in diameter, with the use of gilding,
enameling, hologram, pad printing, digital
UV printing and gemstone inserts.
The quality of collectible coins made at the
Mint is confirmed by numerous victories at
international coin competitions and expert
reviews in the international numismatic
community.
In addition, the Kazakhstan Mint produces
state awards from base and precious metals,
using jewelry enamels and stones, medals,
badges and tokens from base metals and
their alloys using decorative enamels,
varnishes, patina and gilding technology.

Please circulate to relevant staff and interested industry members to help build our collective voice.
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